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BEARDO SLATFORD
HUMAN THROWER

Leader 
Pass
Pro 
Safe Throw
Stunty 
Sure Hands

HUMAN & HALFLING

None
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Steve ‘Beardo’ Slatford

Steven is the teams longest serving player 

and beloved Team Captain. 

He is a firm favorite among the team’s fans 

& fellow players alike.

 

‘Beardos’ training is said to have started in 

Sunday league where he was spotted by a 

Reikland Reaver’s scout. He trained for 

years with the Blood Bowl titans, impressing 

his childhood heroes and  legends. 

Griff Oberwald has himself said this about 

Steve:

 

“an amazing player with the truly 

phenomenal ability to take the balls and place 

them exactly where he wants. 

He commands the ball, you might say...”

 

Before his career could begin with the Reavers 

he was made an offer he couldn’t refuse by 

Blood Bowl Legend “The Don” George and 

snapped up for the fledgling TR roster. 

On the field Steve’s commanding presence 

is integral to Team Romfords success and as 

a result he has been on the receiving end of 

many an assassination attempt. 

Steves sensible approach to Blood Bowl 

proceeds him, never drinking before a game 

and always getting an early night, he’s a pro-

fessional to the very letter. 

In a recent newspaper interview it has been 

revealed that he has somewhat of a food 

fetish, more specifically sandwiches, and 

he believes they play a key role in his Blood 

Bowl performances.   
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‘MANTICORE’ RICH
HUMAN CATCHER

Catch
Dauntless
Dodge
Fan Favourite
Sneaky Git

HUMAN & AMAZON

Team Ego
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‘Manticore’ Rich Dansie

Rich is the most controversial member of 

Team Romford. 

Local & regional newspapers alike are 

often plastered with lewd etchings of him 

surrounded by naked girls, drunk running 

through the town shouting at pigeons or 

taking a midnight visit to the local Temple 

of Slaanesh. 

Not to mention “The Morrsleib Gazette” 

letter hacking scandal, where it was 

revealed he had an unbridled fetish for 

young Dark Elf women. 

However the young BB player is never 

found guilty (despite having a pair of Dark 

Elf maidens tattooed onto his back), be it the 

truth or just plain luck, who knows?... and 

more importantly who cares? 

He is the embodiment of what people want 

from their  celebrities and with his life 

motto of “Excess to Success™” who can 

hold it against him.

 

But despite his many faults, he is a Blood 

Bowl player first and foremost and a darn 

good one at that. 

His ego is transferred from the media onto 

the field  effortlessly and the crowd can’t 

help but soak in the spectacle that is 

‘Manticore’ Rich, shouting and screaming 

with every move and daringly heroic play. 

In fact the combined receiving team of Rich 

and JC (warmly titled Team Ego) are such 

a hit with the young women of the Old 

World that the TR fan club have started a 

sub cheerleader outfit purely for the pair.
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ALAN ‘LAMBY’ CASEY
HALF DWARF BLITZER

Block
Dauntless 
Frenzy
Juggernaut 
Sprint
Thick Skull

HUMAN & DWARF

None
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Alan ‘Lamby’ Casey

Not a lot is known regarding Lambys early 

years. It is thought by many that he is 

actually half Dwarf, half Human, others 

speculate that it’s more of a 60/40 split. 

Either way, it certainly explains his love of 

beards, ales and the ability to hold a grudge 

the likes of which have never been seen nor 

heard of in the Old World. 

Alan’s nicknames derive form his love of all 

things meat, more specifically lamb and the 

consumption of the aforementioned. 

This moniker has also carried over to his 

own special play involving a hefty running 

shoulder tackle called “The Lamb Stopper” 

or “The Lambinator”. A skillfull player on 

the field, he is prime Blitzer material, 

mixing both (unnatural) speed with solid 

blocking. 

Rumors on the circuit speculate that 

Lamby’s strength comes from his beard and 

if it should ever be removed he would lose 

the ability to step outside his front door. 

This has of course resulted in the media 

demanding it be removed and that it be 

tested for illegal enchantments. 

When not downing Bugmans XXXX XXXX 

by the gallon, and sucking down a box of 

Karak-Hirns finest rolling tobbacco he is 

putting in the hours as a product spokesman.

Lamby has a lucrative endorsement deal 

with (and a less publisized addiction to) 

“Moonstar” Elven Energy Drink, even 

posing in their recent local promotional 

campaigns. This has of course proven very 

controversial with his Dwarven fan base.
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GAV ‘WELSH’ BISTONOGRE BLOCKER

Break Tackle
Frenzy 
Mighty Blow
Multiple Block
Sprint
Wild Animal

HUMAN & OGRE

Injury Prone
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Gavin ‘Welsh’ Biston

Gav “Welsh” Biston, Ogre Blocker. The 

Man Mountain. The Muscle-Complex. 

Mr Biston. The Fucking Liability!

Gav has been a blocker for as long as 

anyone would care to remember, as a 

young pup he almost made it on to the 

“Ogre Kingdoms” national team. He was a 

young talent the likes of which have never 

been seen. Unfathomable speed for such a 

hulking frame. An iron grip and an 

immovable object. 

Welsh (a nickname that many put down to 

the noise his victims make when he blocks), 

was a superstar. This was all to change 

however, after participating in an after match 

banquet, Gav consumed an ‘off’ Halfling 

and was put out of commission for a full 

year while he recovered. In this time off the 

pitch he lost a lot of his previous skill as he 

spent a lot of time out of the previously vigorous 

training regime. 

Coming to terms with the unfortunate 

direction his career had taken he decided to 

start teaching youngling ogres the game he 

so loved. Slowly but surely he built himself 

back to full health. 

It turns out that the bad Halfling he ate 

hadn’t, as previously thought, been off. He 

had been the subject of a vile curse, 

originating from ancient Araby. 

This curse has become part of the ogres 

digestive system and will forever stay with 

him. Now whenever Welsh takes a hit, the 

effects are mystically amplified twelve fold, 

more often than not resulting in a brutal, 

debilitating injury. 

Despite all of this, Gav is still a superb 

Blood Bowl player and an asset to any 

team he’s part of, always ready to back up 

his teammates. It was this that drew the 

attention of the enigmatic and mysterious 

‘Don George’, who snapped him up for a 

record breaking (if ill advised) amount of 

gold!. Mr Biston now forms the solid centre 

of the Team Romford scrimmage.  
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MARC ‘JC’ GRIGGS
HUMAN CATCHER

Catch
Dirty Player
Dump-Off
Fan Favourite
Sure Hands
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Marc ‘JC’ Griggs

Marc is a relative newcomer to the Team as 

he pursued other ventures in his life before 

deciding on a career in Blood Bowl. 

Marc is a man of artistic background, in 

his younger years he drew and painted all 

day long. He is renowned for his unique 

ability to be able to capture “that moment” 

in his work. It was this skill that got him 

work sketching fights in bars, performances 

of local musicians and animals going about 

their daily business. His skills are unsurpassed. 

After doing this for a decade he decided 

to move onto something different, his new 

path leading him to work with the animals 

he had acquired a fondness for during his 

time as an artist. It was this kindness and 

caring nature that he would use later on to 

his benefit (alongside his unbelievable likeness 

to local Celebrity Witch Hunter “Burn Joe-vi”) 

to draw in the ladies. 

He worked for many veterinary surgeons 

within the Empire and even worked for a 

brief spell at the Emperors Zoo in Altdforf. 

Although this became his main passion he 

didn’t stop his art. It was while sitting on the 

sidelines during a Team Romford training 

session he was asked to make up the numbers 

due to injuries.

Despite being completely unfamiliar with 

the game, Marc joined in. He tried out as 

a Blitzer with no luck, and his time as a 

Thrower would bear no fruit either. It was 

when utilized as a Catcher that he came into 

his own. 

He had incredible speed, an iron grip, rugged 

good looks, style & most importantly and 

most importantly a devilish smile that made 

women giggle like children. 

He was offered a job on the spot.

He instantly formed a bond with fellow 

Catcher Rich Dansie (they both swear its 

strictly as friends, which is just as well as The 

Don enforces a “NO WHOOPSIES” policy). 

The duo called themselves Team Ego and 

where they go, women follow...
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GRANT ‘GINGE’ STACEY
HUMAN BLITZER
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Grant ‘Ginge’ Stacey

Grant hasn’t always been a Blood Bowl 

player. 

As a youngster he told everyone that when 

he grew up he’d be a rockstar or a Blood 

Bowl player. He has achieved both, to a 

degree. 

For years he toured the Old World with his 

band “Meatallicaaargh” he then left to join 

lute pioneers “Megadef”. 

After years within this industry his life took 

a devastating turn for the worse. 

He became addicted to exotic Elven herbs, 

imported Dwarven ale and shouting at 

crippled Halflings. 

It was during his rehabilitation at the age of 

19 that he took up his old hobby of Blood 

Bowl. 

Using the immense wealth he accumulated 

through musicianship he bought his way into 

a lower league team and eventually during a pre 

season friendly against the Eshin Assassins, 

met “The Don” who, impressed by his 

performance during the game, invited him 

to train with the rising TR side.

 

Stacey’s ginger aggression (not to mention 

years of substance abuse) have allowed him to 

adapt perfectly to the game. 

On the field he can be recognized by his 

flowing auburn locks and very Norse like 

appearance.
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‘REDNECK’ DAVEY
HUMAN BLITZER
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‘Redneck’ Davey Coughlin

Dave was born in the Empire town of 

Talabheim to a local woman and a Norscan 

father. At the tender age of 2 he was moved 

from his hometown to his fathers village in 

the unforgiving wastelands of the north. 

It was here that Dave took every oppor-

tunity to participate in aggressive sports 

whilst in his prime as well as creating his 

famous battle cry “WOODYALURKAT-

THAT!”. 

In his younger years he served as a hunter 

to the Redneck tribe and won many a 

contest of strength againstthe local wildlife 

to secure the evening meals, and it was here, 

on the hunting plains, that he would catch 

the eye of the “Redneck Raiders” Blood 

Bowl team. 

After a few months of training Redneck 

Dave (as he would come to be known) was 

the perfect Norse Blitzer. His strength and 

ferocity were almost as famous as his lust for 

exotic Cathayan Women. 

When quizzed by commentators regarding 

his playing style he briefly replied:

“When you’ve chased down and killed Sabretusks 

& Yhetis, Blood Bowl is more akin to a dice 

based game in terms of aggression”

 

After 5 years playing for the Redneck 

Raiders, Dave decided he’d like to return 

to the Empire and take part in more 

prestigious  leagues. Whilst pursuing his 

passion for drinking he stumbled into “The 

Dwarven Landship” where he met a rather 

friendly and welcoming publican, the man 

behind the bar gave him the address of a 

“Don George”. The following morning, 

nursing a headache he calls “the Hangover 

Goblin” (for reasons we shouldn’t discuss in 

the presence of minors) he made his way to 

Manticore Towers where he tried out for 

Team Romford. 

The rest is bloody history, and to this day he 

remains one of the most brutal players on 

the team, even winning the Most 

Casualties Award at a recent R.I.O.T.S  

Championship.
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CHRIS ‘DA VEIN’ WHITE
HUMAN LINEMAN
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Chris ‘Da Vein’ White

Also often referred to as ‘Da Vein’ due to 

the vein that appears in his forehead when 

extremely angry or agitated (which is most of 

the time I might add), this individual has no 

interest in the ball when it comes to Blood 

Bowl.

His strength lies within his ability to knock 

even the largest Kroxigor straight onto its 

back.

Few are the players that would knowingly 

stand in the way of a Chris White run, and 

if he has the ball, you aren’t getting it back 

for a while.

Chris has severe anger issues. The team 

know that if they need an avenue put 

through the opposition all they need to 

do is stand behind ‘Mighty Whitey’ and 

hum the opening bars of the song “Rain 

in Blood” (by Khorne enthusiastic musicians 

“Slayargh!”) into his ear and he will foam at 

the mouth, flail his arms and scream at the 

top of his lungs until everyone in view is 

laying down or running away.

Outside of Blood Bowl Chris is a solitary 

individual who leads a quiet life with his 

family and three children.

Most believe this is to balance his on-field 

persona... but nobody asks.
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UGMO DANSIE
HUMAN LINEMAN
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Anthony ‘Ugmo’ Dansie

 As with most of the TR lineup Ugs hasn’t 

always been a Blood Bowl sportsman. 

Starting life with an ambition to be a 

professional Tilean wrestler, he soon fulfilled 

this and trained within the top schools of 

TWF (Tilean Wrestling Federation) and 

the UTWAC (United Tilean Wrestlers 

Against Commercialism) he swiftly rose 

to the top ranks to become the 2 time Tag 

Team champion of the Old World and 8 

time Old World Champion, a title disputed 

quite heavily by the Emperors Champion. At 

the peak of his career he decided to train 

with the experts of the trade and relocated 

to become the bouncer for Inn franchise 

“Premier Taverna” to earn a bit of extra coin. 

His massive stature, bodybuilders physique 

and weight lifters biceps really made the 

other trainees look miniscule. Admittedly, if 

you’re going to relocate to the Moot you’d 

be hard pressed to do otherwise. 

(Unless you’re a dwarf with a warpstone 

induced birth defect that made you shorter 

than usual.)

At the peak of his new training he defend-

ed against rising contender, “The Stone” 

a massive stone troll from the grey 

mountains. Despite putting up a great 

effort against the monster, Ugmo lost the 

title and suffered a life changing injury, and 

was unable to compete in professional 

wrestling ever again. 

At the ripe old age of 27 he was ready to 

retire himself to the TWF Hall of Fame and 

live out the rest of his life in obscurity

It was at this low point his life was to take 

another dramatic change with an introduction 

to Don George, who at the time was looking 

for a solid lineman to anchor the line of 

scrimmage. 

Needless to say, the man mountain fit the 

criteria.
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Tommy ‘The Nose’ Harland

Tommy previously managed Team 

Romford, many moons ago, before Don 

George bought the team for an undisclosed 

amount. After the initial sale, Tommy 

stayed on and played as part of the team, 

but serving under a different manager never 

sat well and his discomfort eventually led to 

him putting in a transfer request. 

He bought his way onto a merchant ship 

bound for The New World where he joined 

the native Lustrian League. While here 

Tommy played and trained (as the only 

human in the teams history we might add) 

for the renowned LA Frogspawns. Such a 

skilled player was wasted in these leagues 

and although earning a large sum of gold 

performing abroad he never really felt at 

home. 

After 5 years, he transferred back to the 

Empire and became the player/manager of 

the famed “Ostermark Rhinos”. 

He led them to many a championship, 

unfortunately always returning empty 

handed. Tommy’s greatest achievement 

while helming the Ostermark’s was to sculpt 

the legend of Lucio “Spaghetti” Bonetti the 

infamous catcher and fastest man in all of 

Tilea. 

After a string of unsuccessful seasons Harland 

was replaced by Buddy Sloth, a Slann coach 

taught by his own hand during his time in 

Lustria, who had previous success with The 

Tixiil Gators.

Infuriated by the Ostermark Rhinos behavior 

he put himself back on the open market. 

It was at this low stage in his career that 

Tommy “The Nose” Harland quit team 

management and looked solely for a player 

role. He found this role in the revamped 

Team Romford. Many new players had 

been drafted in since his departure but the 

home fans still cheered the returning ‘Super’ 

Tom, it was here where it all began that he 

would find happiness once again.
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Colin ‘Wayward’ Hayward

Colin Hayward also known as Col, Big C, 
the Wayward (named so due to his difficulty 
to control and/or predict) or more interestingly 
Admiral Colin Hayward. 

Colin signed up to His Majesty’s Royal Fleet 
at a very young age, starting as a youthful 
rosy-cheeked cabin boy craving a life on the 
sea. It wasn’t a position he would hold for 
long, as the hard working seaman rose up 
the ranks swiftly with purpose. It was 
during the crews lunch breaks that Col 
would take an interest in Blood Bowl. The 
lads would take every opportunity to grab 
the nearest pig’s bladder (or in some cases a 
cannonball!) to throw around the decks.
This had the knock on effect of starting the 
Inter-Naval Championships that were held 
every year and decided which crew were the 
most gifted when it came to the extreme 
sport.

Colin continued to excel at both his duty to 
the Empire and Blood Bowl, his ‘Wayward’ 
nature and difficulty to control made him a 
asset of pure gold in hairy situations where 
quick thinking and brute aggression were 
key. However, due to an unfortunate link to 
the piratical faction known as “Morrs Angels” 
was excommunicated from the Fleet. 

It wasn’t all doom and gloom however, as 
Colin could now pursue another interest of his, 
as the landlord of the infamous “Dwarven 
Landship” in Middenheim. He took the 
pub from strength to strength and became 
a well loved and admired publican, children 
and full grown men all crowded around him 
in front of the fires to listen to his tales of 
sea warfare and monsters from beyond the 
coastline. 
Wherever the Admiral/Landlord/
Storyteller was, he never stopped playing 
Blood Bowl. He joined team after team 
playing purely for the love of the sport, never 
caring whether he won or lost only that he 
had a good game. 

One night, whilst regaling the regulars he 
decided he would, as a change of pace, 
speak of his many times in the Inter-Naval 
Championship finals (a now very prestigious 
tournament on the Empire circuit), an old 
man in the corner of the room sipping at 
a glass of Dwarven Scotch took an interest. 
He wasn’t a regular and hung on every word 
spoken. Afterwards, the old man who called 
himself “The Don” beckoned Col over to sit 
and talk a while regarding a future in Blood 
Bowl. The rest they say, is history.



New Skills & Special Rules

New Traits

Team Ego (Extraordinary)
Players with the Team Ego skill have access 

to the ‘Guard’ skill, only when used to assist 

another player with the Team Ego skill.

Injury Prone (Extraordinary)
A player with this skill is so prone to being 

injured that he is counted as a Casualty on 

a roll of 9-12.

Special Rules

Their legendary consumption of the imported 

Elven Energy suppliment ‘Moonstar’ has 

lead to a lucrative endorsment deal for the 

Team. They sport the company logo on 

thrir uniforms & have ‘Moonstar Babes’ 

distrubuting the magical beverage throught 

the game.

In game terms this has the same effect as 

having 2 Bloodweiser Babes on the roster.

 ê ê ê Did You Know...

 ê Team Blitzer and fan favorite Grant 

invented the popular dance move the ‘Love 

Shuffle of Death’.

 ê It is a little know fact that Team 

Lineman Ugmo served a very brief (and 

controversial) tour of duty in the Altdorf 

city watch.

 ê Resident Half Dwarf Lamby was 

once so tanked up on Dwarven brew that he 

Blitzed the percussion section of a traveling 

minstrel  band.

 ê Blitzer and life long Redneck, Davey 

was once violently accosted with a potted 

plant by a disgruntled fan.





 ê During the XXXIX season a rival 

team hired a freelance sorcerer to put a hex 

on the Teams celebratory beverages, this 

nefarious act now means that to this day 

whenever Grant & Rich drink a specific 

whisky (omitted for safety!) the enchantment 

kicks in and transforms them into the 

opposing team in each others eyes!

Leaving the rest of the Team to break up 

many a brawl.

 ê Team Catcher and glory hound 

‘Manticore’ Rich used to have a mark in his 

little black book next to female fans whom 

he had given a ‘personal appearance’.

 ê Thrower and Team captain extraor-

dinaire Steve has a pact with the God Myr-

midia, one of its effects means he never gets 

lost, he seems to just ‘know’ where he is in 

the Old World and the route ahead.

 ê Team Lineman Chris ‘Mighty Whit-

ey’ was once so inebriated  on ale that he 

Blitzed a fence. Attacker Down...

 ê Fabled for his sense of direction 

and purpose Slatford is a leader on and off 

the pitch. However on a journey to the XLVII 

World Cup match he left the time impaired 

wrecking machine that is TR’s ogre in 

charge of transport. 

The two took a strange route through 

Bretonnia nearing the edge of the Old 

World adding 4 days to their journey. Upon 

arrival coach Don George punished the 

thrower to within an inch of his life (he’s 

quick for an old man) pointing out that 

letting Gav drive the cart was like letting a 

Flesh Hound baby sit an infant.

 ê Before JC was thrilling the crowds 

of the Old World with his catching prowess 

he worked at the Imperial Zoo in Altdorf, 

looking after the many weird and wonderful 

beasts housed there.

 ê While on a promotional excursion 

Team Ogre Gav was giving a youth team 

training in safe tackling. His curse led to 

him breaking his arm. Again.

 ê ê ê Did You Know...
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